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Are YOU ready for a new YOU? Are you sick of fad diets and unreasonable expectations?You
can start a new life TODAY!! Why wait? Why put off being happy, healthy and the real You?#1
Best Selling author Amy Summersong has a new brilliant book just for YOU!!“The Last Diet Book
You'll Ever Need: 25 Slimming Strategies to Lose Weight the Right Way” is that book. Written
with real people in mind – you will love her down to earth style and her straight to the heart
strategies for losing weight.You have wanted all the top strategies for losing weight in one book
and they are all here.BUY THIS TODAY AND START A NEW LIFE TOMORROW!!Your life and
health are up to you and getting this book is the first step towards showing the world the YOU
that has been hiding all this time.Filled with great strategies, tips and ideas – you will come away
with lots of inspiration and a complete plan for going forward.TREAT YOURSELF TO THIS
BOOK TODAY!!

About the AuthorMary L Gardener can trace back her family's involvement with plants and
natural remedies at least four generations. As a child, she was surrounded by people and adult
friends who grew and prepared all types of plants for delicious, nutritious meals and medicinal
needs. Given her rich background, it was inevitable that she would go on to become natural
health practitioner, author, educator, lecturer and complementary medicine course tutor. She
has appeared in television and radio interviews. Her writings include practitioner and general
public training courses for a major international college, health and wellness books, and
newspaper and magazine articles. Mary’s mission is to share her knowledge to empower as
many people to enjoy life through optimum health. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.
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The Last DIET BOOKYou’ll Ever Need25 Slimming Strategies to Lose Weight the Right Way By
Amy Summersong Copyright © by Amy SummersongAll Rights reserved. This book or any
portion thereof may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the express
written permission of the publisher except for the use of brief quotations I a book review. Table
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Page: Healthy Snack Ideas Introduction I’ve done it. You’ve done it. Lots of people have done it.
We’ve tried to lose weight the quick way. The “30 lbs in 20 days weight loss” promise / the “Eat
these special expensive meals and melt away” programs / the “Have 6 pack abs by next week”
plans. We may have even had some success with it. But because of the difficulties of sustaining
these plans you probably did not learn the basics of what it really takes to not only lose the
weight but to live a life style that will allow you to maintain it. So when I call this the Last Diet
Book You Will Ever Need, I am saying that after reading and following all sorts of unsuccessful
tomes on losing weight, it is time to read one that if you follow it you will not have to go
wandering on further journeys. All the tools you need to lose weight, you have, you own and even
though they may be rusted and old or even new and never used – they are tools you can easily
pull out, sharpen up and put to great use. This book was written with loving care for all those
fellow travelers who struggle with their weight. It can also be for those who have not struggled
with their weight – yet. But as we all age, we all have more and more challenges in keeping our
weight down including lower metabolism and hormonal changes that result in more of us to



love. So, I hope that people that always struggle with their weight will find solace and important
tips here and more importantly, long term success in addressing this problem. I especially hope
those that have bounced from one “quick” loss plan to another come down to earth and enjoy
the many tips and the powerful guidance contained here. The Slimming Strategies included here
are straight forward and easy to apply. They are meant to lead you to the real, right way of losing
weight for the long term. The strategies contained in this book are meant to lead each of you to
tap into your inner strength and abilities and to successfully take off those stubborn unwanted
pounds. I have called it the Last Diet Book You’ll Ever Need – because if you follow these
strategies and stick to them you will take all that weight off and not regain it. You will not have to
go wandering off to another new “fad” plan – follow this one – succeed and live! So, stop the
madness, stop following the shortcuts that lead to dead ends, the fads that end up like the
exercise bike that is only used to hang up clothes – stop it. Follow these strategies and lose
weight steadily, reasonably and forever. Slimming Strategy #1: Keep a food diary. There is
tremendous psychological power in keeping a written or typed record of almost anything. This is
true for goals, for tracking goals and for keeping your thoughts about any stressor. In the case of
weight loss, keeping a diary can cover many aspects of the process. Think about all the factors
that are important relative to weight loss and basically all of them are things that can be written
and recorded. This diary can include all of the following – these are generic examples: - The
starting line… - Beginning weight - Beginning critical measurements like waist, hips, etc. -
The goals… - Short term – 10 pounds in 5 weeks or one dress size in 2 months - Long
term – 30 pounds in 6 months or pants waist from 38 to 34” in 5 months - Consistent goals –
2 pounds a week - Challenges - What normally trips me up? Night time grazing? Fast food?
Binging? - Are there situations that trip me up – social situations, family gatherings,
after work? - Are there certain people that trip me up? Do they “poison” me? Not
support Me? Not want me to succeed? Why? - Is there something in my personality that
I allow to trip me up? Low self esteem? Obsessive behavior? - Plan of Action - What
specific action can I take to address each of these challenges? - Is there someone I can
buddy up with who will be supportive of my weight Loss goals? - Can I plan ahead for
the difficult situations that tend to trip me up? Look at Menus, plan on eating healthier
choices, smaller portions? - Can I plan ahead on bringing healthier food with me to
gatherings? - Can I pack my own lunch? - Do I need some professional help for any
emotional problems I have that lead to my weight challenges? - Is there any external
group (like Weight Watchers or myfitnesspal.com) that can help me in my weight loss
journey? - Progress - Plan to check periodically on your weight or measurements. - Plan
to periodically check on whether you need to modify your goals. - Plan to check on whether
you are actually following your plan of action. - Modify your plan of action if needed. When
you are looking at your ultimate goals one rule of thumb can be helpful in getting you in the
ballpark and close to your eventual weight.For Women – If you are 5 foot tall you should ideally
weigh 100 lbs. You should subtract 5 lbs. for every inch below or add 5 lbs. for every inch above



5 ft. to your actual height.



Jen Wood, “Practical dieting!. I like this book , it gives clear and practical information on losing
weight. It does not offer a get slim fast kind of information but one that with dedication and
perseverance you can achieve that slim figure . The author has done a good job in relaying the
content to the audience in a simple and easy to read format, there were also some great tips
about what not to eat and what you should eat to help not only lose the weight but become
healthy . Highly recommended book!”

Dean S. Lewis, “The Last Diet Book" makes sense!. I like the beginning where the author
addresses the psychological reasons that can attribute to weight gain as an adult. The book
helps to set realistic goals to lose weight by watching portion sizes, eating a hearty breakfast
and many other ways to lose weight. I loved the tip where the author highlights the importance
of water in helping to lose weight.  The information in the book makes sense.”

Ray Miller, “Excellent for All Dieters. Dieting isn't fun. This book helps to make it better, and
more effective. Amy Summersong has made a really fine compilation of all of the most effective
dieting practices that you can find. From the nutritional, to exercise, to portion control, to
optimizing your own psychologcal needs. This book is not long, but it's loaded with very fine
advice.”

SF, “All the awesome strategies in this book had me taking several notes. All the awesome
strategies in this book had me taking several notes. The author mentioned her father-in-law who
ate from medium sized plates. When seeing a full plate of food, a signal is automatically sent to
our brains that the meal should be filling, so instead of eating from a large plate, why not a
medium sized one. Advice like that is truly helpful and there was much more like it.”

Ebook Tops reader, “Smart Strategies that Work!. I love the no nonsense, easy to read style of
this guide. You'll find 25 practical steps that will help you lose and maintain your weight. Some of
these tips you may already be familiar with but it's great to have them all in one guide. Implement
these habits, one or two at a time into your daily routine and you'll soon see results.”

Dan, “Great Book - Spoke Right to my Heart!!. This book seemed to speak directly to me - the
author really knows the difficulties of losing weight and so highlights many strategies that I could
try out. I was very pleased with the many snack food options given at the end of the book and I
plan on using this book moving forward assisting me in my weight loss journey.”

Sue, “Helpful Tips Written in Humorous Tone!. I enjoyed reading the book. The writer has a
sense of humor that you rarely find in these type of reads. You maybe able to find these
techniques elsewhere but the way the author puts it down is so unique that it kind of sticks to



your mind.  The book also delivers more than what it promises.Thumbs up!”

Ashley S., “My kind of book! Weight loss my way!. This was exactly the book I was looking for
due to my weight. I was sick of the fad diet promotions - this was very down to earth and do-able.
I loved the many ideas given out in this bok and felt like the author was walking with me in
addressing my challenges.”

Zara, “A Fun and Helpful Diet Book. I have read many Diet books, this one stands out for two
reasons: First, It underpromises and over delivers. second: it is written in a fun to read and follow
manner.”

The book by Amy Summersong has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 12 people have provided feedback.
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